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Modernize and Transform on                              
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure

We know that today’s business landscape is as competitive as ever making it crucial to maximize efficiency 

and productivity while minimizing costs throughout your organization. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure can help.

The Benefits of OCI
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) is a scalable, highly-available and cost-effective cloud platform created to 

meet the demands of today’s enterprises. OCI can provide many benefits for your business by allowing you and 

your organization to adopt a cloud framework where you can plan, adapt and iterate while your organization 

undergoes its transformation to the cloud.

Many enterprises have already successfully migrated their Oracle applications and workloads to OCI and are 

seeing the benefits of that migration, including:

Change Control Flexibility Consistency

Resiliency SecurityHigh Availability Scalability

All these benefits can help propel your business forward in a cost-efficient platform, and Apps Associates can 

help you every step of that journey. We work with customers to form a strategy to align business requirements 

with technology to derive the most value from OCI investments. Additionally, you can earn up to $.33 for every 

dollar you spend on OCI toward your Oracle Support costs with OCI’s Cloud Support Rewards.

https://appsassociates.com/
https://www.appsassociates.com/?utm_source=resources&utm_medium=datasheet&utm_campaign=corporate
https://www.oracle.com/cloud/rewards/


Apps Associates is a premier enterprise applications and technology 

advisor, counseling and executing across every stage of the enterprise 

transformation journey—not just the destination. For more than two 

decades, Apps Associates has closely collaborated with decision 

makers across nearly every industry, offering end-to-end integration, 

modernization, and cloud migration services. By helping to break down the silos within today’s most complex 

business challenges, Apps Associates is unlocking solutions and efficiencies that scale into future opportunities.

To learn more about how Apps Associates can help you align your business with the right technology,

visit: www.appsassociates.com, or follow Apps Associates on social media on X and LinkedIn.
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About Apps Associates
Our Strategic Partner

Wherever you are in your Cloud journey, Apps can meet you there. With the extensive portfolio of OCI services, 

finding the right partner with the right expertise is critical; therefore, every member of our cloud services team is 

required to have OCI accreditation, certification and multi-dimensional experience. As an Oracle partner since 

2002, we were one of the first to start migrating these business-critical applications to the Cloud. So, whether 

you are running Oracle E-Business Suite, Oracle PeopleSoft or other enterprise Oracle applications including 

Hyperion and Oracle Business Intelligence (OBIEE, OBIA), Apps Associates can help you pave the way towards 

reduced costs and increased efficiency.

You want to work with a partner that understands the full range of complexity when undertaking the planning, 

migrating, integrating and managing multiple business applications in the Cloud—that’s us. We create scalable 

client-centric solutions that translate into immediate business impact for you.

Cloud Strategy 
and Readiness

Process Improvement and 
Platform Optimization

Application Roadmap and 
Upgrade Workshops

Business Case Creation 
and TCO Analysis

Meeting You Where You Are in Your Cloud Journey 
To help you get started on your path to OCI, Apps Associates provides recommendations through several 

assessment offerings such as:
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